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Spatially resolved interference is observed between high-
order harmonics generated in two longitudinally separated
gas targets. High-contrast modulations in the intensity of
each harmonic order up to the cutoff are observed on-axis
in the far field of the source as the separation between
the gas targets is increased. For low-order harmonics,
additional off-axis modulations are observed, which are
attributed to the interference between the contributions
from the long quantum trajectories from each gas target.
The inherent synchronization of this setup offers the pros-
pect for high-stability metrology of quantum states with
ultrafast temporal resolutions.
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High-order harmonic generation (HHG) has become a versa-
tile source of ultrafast, coherent, extreme ultraviolet radiation
[1], enabling high-resolution imaging [2] and the real-time
observation of ultrafast dynamics in materials [3]. The funda-
mental physics of HHG is well described in terms of the semi-
classical three-step model [4]: electrons generated via tunnel
ionization in the presence of a strong quasi-monochromatic
laser field are accelerated back towards their parent ion where
they may recombine, resulting in the emission of harmonic
photons at energies Eq � qℏω, where q is an odd integer,
and ω is the fundamental driving frequency, up to a maximum
harmonic energy which depends on the peak laser intensity. For
harmonics generated in the plateau region, below the maxi-
mum harmonic, there are two predominant paths along which
the electron may return to the parent ion with the same kinetic
energy. These paths are known as the “short” and “long” quan-
tum trajectories, in reference to the different times an electron
spends in the continuum.

In this Letter, we show that by analyzing the spatially
resolved harmonic spectrum as a function of the longitudinal

separation, Δz, between two HHG sources driven sequentially
by the same laser pulse, trajectory-dependent interference can be
identified. Evaluating the interference in the �ω, r,Δz� domain,
where r is the transverse spatial dimension, two distinct behav-
iors are observed in the far-field spectrum of the harmonics:
high-contrast fringes, well described by simple two-source inter-
ference, are observed on-axis for each harmonic order up to the
cutoff, whereas off-axis additional interference effects are ob-
served only for harmonics in the plateau region. A model of
HHG emission, including propagation from the source to the
detector plane, indicates that the observed off-axis interference
effects present for plateau harmonics are the result of interference
between the components of harmonics generated by electrons
moving on long trajectories in one source with the equivalent
components generated in the other source; likewise, the observed
on-axis interference is dominated by interference between the
short trajectory components generated in each source.

In a typical HHG experiment, a Gaussian laser beam is
focused into a low-density gas. The on-axis phase of harmonics
generated in the focus of the laser beam is given approximately
by ϕq � qϕG � ϕatomic, where ϕG � −tan−1�z∕zR� is the
Gouy phase, z is the longitudinal position in the focus, and
zR is the Rayleigh range. The second term is the atomic dipole
phase, which accounts for the phase accumulated by electrons,
as they propagate during the HHG process. This is well ap-
proximated by ϕatomic ≈ −α j

q I�r, z�, where α j
q depends on

the transit time of the electron in the continuum, and is there-
fore different for the long (j � l ) and short (j � s) trajectories,
and I�r, z� is the spatially varying laser intensity [5]. The phase
acquired by the long and short trajectories during the HHG
process is crucial for describing phenomena such as the phase
matching of HHG [6], the far-field spatial distribution of har-
monics [7], and quantum-path interference effects [8].

Interferometry is vital for accessing quantum trajectory in-
formation [9] and requires techniques with high temporal
resolution and stability. It has recently been demonstrated that
the Gouy phase can be used to accurately control the emis-
sion time between two longitudinally separated HHG sources
with zeptosecond stability [10]. As described in Ref. [10], the
phase difference between harmonics generated at two different
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longitudinal points in the focus is dominated by ϕG, since the
intensity and, therefore, ϕatomic, varies relatively slowly with z
through the focus for short trajectories. This results in a delay in
the harmonic emission between both sources, which varies lin-
early with q. This delay was observed experimentally in the
form of modulations in the measured intensity of each har-
monic as a function of Δz, corresponding to interference in
the �ω,Δz� domain.

However, in the interferometer demonstrated by Laban et al.
[10], no information was presented on the dependence of the
interference in the transverse spatial dimension, r. Although the
Gouy phase only varies with z, the atomic dipole phase, ϕatomic,
depends on both z and r through its dependence on the laser
intensity, I�r, z�. In the plateau region of the spectrum, ϕatomic

is also different for the long and short quantum trajectories
through α j

q . Therefore, the transverse variation of ϕatomic gives
rise to a trajectory-dependent divergence of the harmonic radi-
ation, which is also influenced by the transverse phase variation
of the driving laser, ϕR�r, z�. It is expected that the far-field
distribution from two longitudinally separated HHG sources,
therefore, should exhibit interference effects in both r and z,
with trajectory-specific interference contained in the r domain.
Observing such interference potentially grants experimental
access to the phase shifts of the quantum dynamics inherent
in harmonic emission, offering new routes for dynamical mea-
surements of electronic and atomic motion.

In our experiments, a Ti:sapphire laser system (KMLabs
Dragon) operating at 1 kHz and a center wavelength of
800 nm was used to produce linearly polarized pulses of energy
358 μJ, which were focused into a vacuum chamber using an
achromatic lens with a focal length f � 400 mm, with a pulse
duration on a target of 30 fs. The Rayleigh range of the beam
inside the chamber was measured to be approximately 6 mm.
Two gas targets were placed along the propagation axis of the
Ti:sapphire beam, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The first gas target
consisted of a thin steel tube with an inner bore diameter of

200 μm, the tip of which was positioned approximately 4 mm
before the focus of the laser using a manual x–y–z manipulator.
A second gas target, composing a thin-walled nickel tube sealed
at one end, which was squeezed to a thickness of approximately
500 μm, was placed after the first target. The thicknesses of
both targets were much smaller than the Rayleigh range of
the beam such that phase-matching effects within the targets
were minimized. Gas exit holes were drilled through the second
target in situ by the laser beam. This gas target was mounted to
a computer-controlled encoded translation stage, allowing Δz
to be varied. Prior to any measurements, the second target was
scanned through the focus of the laser several times in order to
open the exit holes and ensure that there was no clipping of the
laser beam, or harmonics, over the scan range. The second gas
target was backed with argon gas at a pressure of 6 mbar. Low
gas pressures were used to avoid a high gas load in the chamber,
as well as to minimize the absorption of harmonics from the
first target, as they passed through the second target. The back-
ing pressure of argon in the first gas target was 136 mbar, such
that the intensity of the harmonics from this source was the
same as that generated in the second target, when both gas tar-
gets were at similar positions within the focus. Continuous
gas flow through both targets was used throughout the experi-
ment, resulting in a background pressure inside the chamber
of 1 × 10−2 mbar. Generated harmonics were recorded using
a home-built flat-field spectrometer, with a spectral resolution
of 0.04 nm, consisting of an aberration-corrected concave gra-
ting (Hitachi: 001-0640) and microchannel plate (MCP) de-
tector. The distance from the focus of the laser to the MCP
was 1.46 m. The grating and MCP were housed in a second
chamber, separated from the gas-target chamber via a 1 mm
diameter aperture, allowing differential pumping of the spec-
trometer chamber to a background pressure of 1 × 10−6 mbar.
The finite size of the MCP meant that a limited number of
harmonic orders could be observed in a given scan. The posi-
tion of the MCP could be moved, while the chamber was under
vacuum via a flexible coupling, allowing different regions of the
harmonic spectrum to be observed. A typical harmonic spec-
trum showing harmonic orders q � 19 − 23, with gas in both
targets, is shown in Fig. 1(b). Each harmonic in the plateau
region was observed to consist of an intense on-axis region cor-
responding to the short trajectory component and an annular
structure with higher divergence, which is typical for the long
trajectory component [11].

An initial longitudinal offset of 0.5 mm was introduced be-
tween the gas targets to ensure that their gas plumes did not
influence each other at the beginning of a scan. While keeping
the position of the first target fixed, Δz was increased by mov-
ing the second gas target through the focal region. The har-
monic spatio-spectral profile was recorded at each Δz with an
exposure time of 0.5 s. Strong modulations in the intensity of
each harmonic order were observed as Δz was increased. It was
observed that the modulation depth could be optimized by
slightly aperturing the laser beam using an iris before the focus-
ing lens, due to small variations imparted to the phase and
amplitude of the driving beam [12]. The aperture radius was
estimatedtobe3.5mm,correspondingto90%powertransmission.
Additional scanswere performedwith gas in the second target only,
as well as with gas in the first target only. The above procedure was
repeated for several positions of the MCP, spanning harmonic
orders from q � 15 to the observed cutoff at q � 27.

Fig. 1. (a) Experimental setup. The spatio-spectral (r, ω) profile of
harmonics generated from two longitudinally separated gas targets is re-
corded as a function of Δz. The Gouy phase shift across the focus results
in a delay between the harmonics generated in each target. (b) Measured
�r,ω� profile for harmonics 19–23 with argon in both targets.
Interference in the �ω, r,Δz� domain was observed by selecting a spa-
tio-spectral window for each harmonic order and integrating across the
spectral domain, as illustrated by the red rectangle surrounding q � 19.
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The spatial dependence of the interference for each
harmonic order as a function of Δz was analyzed by selecting
a window in the spatio-spectral profile and integrating across
the spectral dimension, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b), allowing
the harmonic interference patterns to be analyzed as a function
of both Δz and divergence at the detector. Figure 2(a) shows
such an interference pattern using a �0.3 nm ×�6.25 mrad
spatio-spectral window centered on harmonic order q � 15.
Strong on-axis modulations are observed for the central region
of the harmonic, as Δz is varied. Figure 2(b) shows the signal
within the same spatio-spectral window as a function of Δz
with no gas in the first source. In this case, no modulations
are present in either the on- or off-axis regions of the harmonic
signal, and the intensity and divergence of the off-axis compo-
nents exhibit only a slow variation with Δz. The on-axis com-
ponent of the harmonic signal is shown in Fig. 2(c) for gas in
both sources (solid blue line), the second source only (solid
black line), and the first source only (red dotted line). With
gas in both sources, high-contrast fringes are observed across
the full range of separations; however, these are completely ab-
sent when gas is applied to one gas target only. Fringes are also
present at higher divergence angles, as shown in Fig. 2(a); how-
ever, these fringes exhibit more complex behavior than those
observed on-axis. This is seen clearly in Fig. 2(d), which shows,
for the off-axis regions indicated by the dashed boxes, the
difference in signal shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).

The on-axis signal for each harmonic order is predominantly
due to the contribution from the short trajectory component
[11]. To analyze the short trajectory interference component,
the average on-axis intensity within a �0.3 nm ×�0.5 mrad
spatio-spectral window centered on the peak of each harmonic
was determined as a function of Δz. The blue lines in Fig. 3(a)
show the resulting measured interference fringes for different
harmonic orders. The measured on-axis intensity of each har-
monic order from each source individually was also determined
using the same spatio-spectral window. The wavenumber, kq ,
degree of coherence, jγqj, and phase offset, δq, of the measured
on-axis intensity modulation were then extracted for each har-
monic order by fitting the measured data to the two-source in-
terference pattern given by the expression

I q�Δz� � aqI q1 � I q2�Δz�

� 2jγqj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aqI q1I q2�Δz�

q
cos�kqΔz − δq�, (1)

where aq is the transmission of harmonics from the first gas
target as they pass through the second target, and I q1 and
I q2 are the measured on-axis intensities of harmonic q from
the first and second gas sources, respectively. The values for
aq for propagation through 500 μm of argon at a pressure
of 6 mbar were determined using tabulated data [13].
Equation (1) was used to fit the measured two-source interfer-
ence pattern using the measured I q1 and I q2, with kq, jγqj, and
δq as fit parameters. The measured interference, as shown by
the blue solid lines in Fig. 3(a) and the fit of Eq. (1), shown by
the dashed red lines in Fig. 3(a), are in excellent agreement for
each harmonic order, across the full range of source separations.
In the upper graph of Fig. 3(b), the best fit value of jγqj re-
trieved for each harmonic order shows a high degree of coher-
ence between both sources for all harmonics, except at the
cutoff. Since the laser peak intensity varies slowly through
the focus, and αs is typically small for short trajectories,
ϕatomic is approximately independent of Δz on-axis. The dom-
inant mechanism for the observed short trajectory interference,
therefore, is the Gouy phase contribution to each harmonic
order, given by qϕG [10]. As a consequence, kq is expected
to vary linearly with q, which is clearly observed in the mea-
sured data shown in the lower graph of Fig. 3(b). The average
error in kq across all harmonics measured was 0.04 radmm−1.

The modulation of the on-axis component of each har-
monic order is consistent with a simple two-source interference
pattern. However, the measured off-axis interference exhibits
more complex behavior, as can be seen in Fig. 2(d). Similar
off-axis interference fringes were observed for harmonic orders
q � 15 − 21. For harmonic orders greater than q � 21, no off-
axis modulations were observed. Towards the harmonic cutoff,
the long and short trajectories merge, such that the distinction
between on- and off-axis fringes disappears for the highest
harmonic orders.

To better understand the origins of this off-axis interference,
an analytical model was developed. The radiating dipole for
harmonic q from a source located at position z is defined as
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Fig. 2. Spectrally integrated signal for q � 15 on a logarithmic scale
versus Δz for gas in (a) both sources and (b) the second source only.
(c) On-axis harmonic intensity versus Δz for gas in both sources (solid
blue line), the second source only (solid black line), and first source
only (dotted red line). The horizontal solid lines in (a) and (b) show
the position at which the lineouts in (c) were taken. (d) Difference
in the signal recorded in (a) and (b) for the off-axis regions indicated
by the white dashed rectangles.
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d �
X
j�l , s

AjI�r, z�
qeff
2 e−iα

j
q I�r, z�eiq�ϕG�ϕR�r, z��Δϕj�, (2)

where Al ,s is the relative amplitude of the long and short tra-
jectory components, respectively, qeff is a parameter that de-
scribes the effective nonlinearity of the interaction, and Δϕj
accounts for the relative phase between the long and short tra-
jectories [11]. The harmonic field was calculated as a function of
r for each longitudinal position in the focal region. Since cylin-
drical symmetry is assumed, and the detector is in the far field,
the Hankel transform [14] was used to propagate the harmonic
field from each longitudinal position about the focus to the de-
tector, where the resultant interference patterns were calculated.
The amplitude and phase of the focused, apertured driving
beam were calculated using Lommel functions [12].

The results of simulations for q � 15 are shown in Fig. 4.
For these simulations, an input driving Gaussian beam with
radius 4.5 mm was apertured with a 3.5 mm radius iris, reflect-
ing the experimental conditions. Values for Δϕs and Δϕl were
chosen to be 0 and π∕2, respectively, based on the mean phase
difference between the long and short trajectories in the three-
step model, and qeff was taken to be 6, consistent with literature
values [15]. The values for αs and αl were estimated by calcu-
lating the classical action of the electron in the driving field,
as described in Ref. [11]. The peak intensity of the laser was
estimated to be 1.38 × 1014 W cm−2, based on the observed
cutoff at q � 27, resulting in values for αs and αl of 1.1 ×
1014 cm2 W−1 and 23 × 1014 cm2 W−1, respectively, which
are consistent with those reported in the literature [15].
Figure 4(a) shows the calculated spatially resolved interference
for q � 15 as a function of Δz, including the contributions
from both the long and short trajectories. Equal weighting
(Al � As � 1) was chosen to clearly highlight the effect of
the long trajectory contributions. The main features observed
experimentally in Fig. 2(a) are reproduced in the simulation.
High-contrast modulations are observed on-axis over the full
range of Δz, while more complex modulations are observed
off-axis. Figure 4(b) shows the calculated interference as a func-
tion of Δz, including only the contribution from the short tra-
jectory from each gas target (Al � 0 and As � 1). In this case,
the on-axis interference remains unchanged, while the off-axis

interference is no longer present, indicating that the experimen-
tally observed off-axis interference is the result of interference
between the long trajectory components from each source. The
calculated spatially resolved signal from the second source only,
including both trajectories, is shown in Fig. 4(c). The difference
signal between the simulated off-axis regions contained within
the white dashed rectangles in Figs. 4(a) and 4(c) is shown in
Fig. 4(d). Qualitative agreement is observed with the measured
difference signal shown in Fig. 2(d).

In conclusion, spatially resolved interference in a common-
path extreme ultraviolet interferometer has been observed for
the first time to the best of our knowledge. In spite of the sen-
sitivity of long trajectory emission to laser intensity variations,
interference can still be observed between long trajectory com-
ponents from successive sources due to the inherent synchroni-
zation and stability of this geometry. These results demonstrate
that spatially resolved inline extreme ultraviolet interferometry
can be used to observe quantum-path-dependent interference,
potentially offering a new approach for probing fundamental
ultrafast processes, such as tunnel ionization [16], as well as
the characterization of the dispersive properties of materials
transparent at extreme ultraviolet wavelengths.
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Fig. 4. Simulated spatially resolved interference on a linear scale as a
function of Δz for q � 15, including (a) long and short trajectory con-
tributions from both sources, (b) short trajectory contributions only
from both sources, and (c) long and short trajectory contributions
from second source only. (d) Difference signal between the off-axis
regions highlighted by the white dashed rectangles shown in (a)
and (c).
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